Guidelines for Completing the Academic Reentry Procedure for Academically Suspended Students

Students who have been academically suspended and wish to return to Aims Community College must do the following:

1. Meet with a Suspension Advisor in the Student Success Center after either sitting out the prescribed suspension time period or after receiving notice your suspension appeal has been approved. No Suspension students will be allowed to re-enter less than 2 weeks prior to the start of a semester. Please contact 339-6404 to complete re-enrollment processes (may need to complete new Admission application and/or meet new assessment requirements if have sat out for a year or more) and to request the Suspension Advisor’s contact info.

2. Complete the Suspension Re-entry Plan with your Suspension Advisor. The Reentry Plan can be found online on the Academic Standards web page.

3. The Suspension Advisor will assist you with registration after completing the Academic Reentry Plan.

4. Students will remain on Continuing Suspension as long as the cumulative GPA is under 2.00 but their term GPA is a 2.0 or higher.

5. Students must achieve a 2.00 semester GPA during the reentry term, or be placed on Academic Suspension again.

6. For more information refer to the Academic Suspension FAQ website.